December 13, 2016

MHAG TIMES
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS:

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

To your enemy,
forgiveness.
To an opponent,
tolerance.
To a friend,
your heart.
To a customer,
service.
To all,
charity.
To every child,
a good example.
To yourself,
respect.
~ Oren Arnold

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
MHAG welcomes James Rex as volunteer facilitator
for Bridging the Gap (see p. 4).
James is a certified peer support specialist who has
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Teen Challenge in April 2006. After completing his
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treatment, he moved to North Carolina to work for
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Greater Piedmont Teen Challenge. While there he
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worked as a live-in staff member. James has worked
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with other non-profit agencies, giving him experience with the homeless, special
needs adults, and children. He is dedicated to helping people wherever they are
in their lives and recovery journey, and serving those who want to help themselves. James has an Associate’s degree in Human Services and is a lifetime
member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars.
Interested in volunteering? Have a unique skill or talent that you’d like to
share? Go to www.mhag.org and fill out a volunteer application.
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Manic Mystery
Seven days ago
I didn’t want anyone to know
But I began to realize
That all I could do was tranquilize
Feelings of intense depression
Became my peculiar obsession
I lay in bed without motion
Swallowing my prescribed potion

MICHELLE’S STORY
The Mental Health Association of Greensboro has truly been a Godsend and a phenomenal
blessing to my life! I moved from Shreveport, Louisiana to Greensboro, North Carolina, on
March 1, 2015, because my only child/daughter asked me to, after she married and moved here
with her husband and my two grandgifts. (On September 1, 2016, I was blessed with a third
grandgift!) My present psychiatrist has diagnosed me with Bipolar I, Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder and Generalized Anxiety.

Just a week ago I was hip.
Now suddenly I’ve lost my grip.
My thoughts and mixed emotions
Are all clouded with dizzy notions
Of ending this sinister feeling
The consequence seems so appealing

Before I moved here, I had been working as a Licensed Practical Nurse since 1985. After suffering for a several years while on medication, attending psychotherapy and after multiple hospitalizations, I continued to deteriorate. I was rendered disabled in 2004. Since that time, my depression was steadily getting worse. The four years prior to my move here were most excruciat-

Don’t know when the party played out
And this mysterious sadness gained clout
But I’m sure they noticed my neglect
Before I began to suspect
It usually happens that way
I can imagine what they must say
They always whisper and stare
Telling each other, “Beware!”
When I was playing the part
Everyone thought I was smart
Didn’t know it was pretend
That momentarily my show would end
On stage the act feels natural
Performances are purely factual
Of a cyclic manic episode
My most desired survival mode

ingly depressing. I just wanted to lie still, as if I were dead. I lived on my living room floor the
entire time. All I did was lie on the floor, eat when I felt starved, sleep when I could not escape
the depression by watch television obsessively, and babysit when needed, all from my living
room floor. I would get up off the floor only if I absolutely had to use the bathroom. Then I
would get everything I thought I would need at that time, to minimize the number of times I
had to move. I would not drink much liquid, so I would not have to use the bathroom often. I
never brushed my teeth, washed my face, or took a bath, unless I had to go to the doctor or
therapist. I only left the house once or twice a month to see my therapist or doctors and would
run all my errands on that one day. Sometimes I would ask my therapist to have a phone session with me or cancel my appointment because I could not make myself take a bath. It was so
extremely difficult to make myself leave the apartment that I struggled just to go get the mail. I

The one that feels tremendous
While everything is most stupendous
My mind is brilliant and bright
Speech and mannerisms just right
Answers and comebacks are quick
Without meditation and slick

would get it once a week, always after midnight, when there was much less chance of anyone

My use of non-stop satire
Left others feeling on fire
Didn’t know when I went wrong
Soon I would cease to belong
Because I had crossed that line

was I had failed so many times. Each time, after taking an overdose of alcohol and narcotics, I

Between funny and being unkind
All I cared about was the laughter
And feelings of exhilaration after
Forgot that they were my friends
Cared less about making amends
Consumed with living the high
Unaware that the crash was nigh
When this vicious cycle began
I needed no woman or man
Now I could use a real friend
For my life I threaten to end
This is an unscrupulous life
Full of void and self-made strife
Masked emotions have just gone ape
This madness I must escape
So my problem is, you see
Now nobody will talk to me.
By Michelle L. Butler
Written June, 2006

seeing me.
I had become so paranoid that people would be able to see how unstable I was. I was in total
misery and wished I were dead every second. The only reason I did not attempt suicide again,
would somehow call someone while I was in a state of blackout consciousness. That person
would realize something was wrong and send help to save me. After that happened a few
times, I got more determined and prepared to shoot myself if someone came to save me the
next time. I tried it. I came out of the blackout for a few seconds, trying to remember if I had
previously cocked the gun, while a police officer was in my face yelling for me to stop. I pulled
the trigger, but by the grace of God, the gun jammed. After that attempt, I became afraid that if
I tried again, I might just half kill myself like some of the patients I had seen while hospitalized.
I concluded that would be so much worse than living in the situation I was in at that time.
After living here in Greensboro for a few weeks, I forced myself to set up an appointment with
a new psychiatrist for March 24, 2015. He referred me to a great therapist and a PCP. I kept all
my appointments faithfully, but I was still living in bed at my daughter’s house, just as I had
been living on my living room floor. For years, I had this nervous habit of patting myself very
hard on the very top of my head, where my hair has stunted growth, because it itched. The itch
was so deep and severe, that I knew if I started scratching, I would keep doing so until it bled. I
told my therapist about it and she instructed me to tell my psychiatrist, which I did. He doubled the dose of one of my expensive medications, much to my health insurance’s dismay, and I
quickly began to get better. I moved out of my daughter’s house into my own apartment, after
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six months of living with her and her family.

One day in October of 2015, while waiting to see my therapist, I saw a flyer posted in the office about an NFL player, Keith O’Neil,
who was speaking about his Bipolar Disorder. After the seminar, I gathered some information about NAMI and MHAG. I attended
the next MHAG Road to Recovery support group and was so amazed at how understood I felt! FINALLY, after eleven years of different psychiatrists, therapists and multiple hospitalizations, I was validated! I slowly began to realize exactly what MHAG had to offer
and could not believe it was all free! I thank God for blessing me with an apartment less than 4 miles from this facility, so I can afford
to attend at least one class or support group daily. I have made a commitment to myself to make my recovery my number one priority in my life. For the first time, I am putting myself first and almost do not feel any guilt about it. I had never in all my nearly twenty
years as an active nurse, eleven years as a disabled mentally challenged patient under doctor’s care, or during my many psychiatric
hospitalizations, heard of such a thing as a plan of recovery for Bipolar Disorder, Depression or any mental illness. The only thing I
was taught was to try different medications, hope to find one that works and to continue struggling with psychotherapy. I felt
doomed to my miserable life.
After attending support groups at MHAG religiously for a few months, I slowly began to attend Wellness Classes. I now have hope
of the real possibility of returning to my life as a productive member of society, as I had defined it. I have seen my fellow peers in
recovery, with my own eyes, maintain wellness enough to return to work and manage their renewed lives and continued recovery
with the full support of MHAG if needed. Recently, I made inquiries as to what I need to re-establish my nurse’s license and am seeking assistance and advice on doing so, because of the encouragement of my MHAG Peer Support Specialist. Before I had never even
dared to fantasize about going back to work at any job, but now I have hope to be able to work as a nurse again. It may not be the
same type of nursing, but I will still be doing what I love most. Nursing was my life and I thought I had lost it. MHAG helped me
comprehend the positive things in my present life and situation, as well as my valuable contribution to society, even though I am
mentally challenged. It is important to me to be able to function and contribute in some meaningful capacity. Now my mental health
matters to me and I feel important enough to myself to put my needs first. MHAG helped me realize my importance and that I am
worthy of love and to enjoy being loved. I know that in my mind now, even though sometimes I cannot always feel or accept it, but it
is one of my many goals. Because of what I had learned in the few months since I had been attending MHAG, this past March, I had
gained enough self-esteem to try to buy a “new to me car” and I got it! I was doubtful, scared and thinking they are not going to give
me anything because I am on disability, but God blessed me and I got a certified used car, the make and model for which I prayed!
I thank God I saw the flyer that day and that I
have been so awesomely blessed and making
positive strides in my recovery ever since! I
want to share with everyone I meet about the
program at MHAG! I have informed my psychiatrist and therapist of the tremendously
positive impact the MHAG Wellness Academy and support groups have had on my mental health. I asked them to inform other patients they deemed could benefit. I even
mailed pamphlets to my favorite aunt and my
best friend. They are both amazed by the concept and quality of the free program, and they
are most happy for me! It means so much to
have their support as well as the support of
all my awesome peers at MHAG! I feel all of
us at MHAG are awesome because we choose
to be here and commit to work together to
better our lives. I feel I have full support from
a second family and another place that feels
like home!
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I am thankful for…

THANK YOU TO OUR 2016 VOLUNTEERS

-Opening my eyes every day,
thanking the Creator as I meditate
and pray.

We wouldn’t be able to do all that we do without all of our wonderful,
dedicated volunteers!

I am thankful for…
-Still living in the Gate City I love,
while still looking at blue skies
above.
I am thankful for…
-Having a circle of family and
friends,
That’s where smiles and laughter
never ends.
But most of all,
I am thankful for…

Alyse Pait

Hugh Murtagh

Mary Christoph

Angela Maxell

Jennifer Hill

Michael Link

Anna Edwards

Judith Christley

Michael Schlosser

Charles Lawing

Kevin Varner

Michelle Bostian

Chuck Hodierne

Kimberly Johnson

Michelle Butler

Ciara Marable

Lucy Wellmaker

Nancy Hull

Craig Pritchard

Marcia Vanard

Paul Swink

Cynthia Pandolfo

Phyllis Calvert

Scott Grubbs

Colleen McNickle

Candace “Artemis” Jamison

-The right time and the right place
to be,

Darren Livingston

Rebecca Buchanan

Steve Landau, MD

I am calm and centered because I
am loving me!

Dianne Walker

Robert Merlin

Ted Hunter

Donald Carpenter

Robin Campbell

Tom McKenna

Eduardo Da Silva

Ron Mangum

Tracy Scoggins

Elena Payne

Ron Mitchell

Victoria Lare

Jessica Davis

Josh Royster

Diane Cray

Rosaland Harris
12/2/2016

Special thanks to Shea's Chase Planning Committee:

We are thankful for...

Alyse Pait

Angelo Lagrega

Brandon Wright

Chandler Thompson

Charlie Walker

Debra Lucenti

Dianne McKenna

Jeff Thiel

Marty Ballew

Michael Sumner

Shannon Harrison

Skotty Wannamaker

Tom McKenna

Thank you to the Future Fund for their generous donation of
$5,423 to fund replacement of MHAG IT hardware and software,
allowing us to continue to grow and
offer more services.
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WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBERS
Hugh Murtagh
Hugh is a retired accountant, with extensive
non-profit accounting and tax experience, and
has taught college-level courses in accounting,
tax, finance, economics and management.

Cynthia Pandolfo
Cynthia works full-time for a local company
managing their art department, where she has
been the driving force in their social media
program. She will be sharing her expertise
with MHAG as we develop our website and
other social media outlets.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2016-2017
Officers
Scott Grubbs, President
Chuck Hodierne, MA. Vice President
Darren Livingston, MSW, LCSW,
Secretary
Hugh Murtagh, Treasurer
Directors
Alyse Pait, MS, LPC, CRC
Ciara Marable, MEd, NCC, DCC
Cynthia Pandolfo
Hugh Murtagh
Judith A. Christley, JD
Michael Schlosser, JD
Michelle Bostian, MSW, LCSW
Rebecca Buchanan, PHR, SHRMCP
Robin Campbell, MS, NCC, LPC
Tom McKenna
Executive Director
Donna Shelton, MHA
Staff
Amber Reed, MA, NCCPSS, Peer
Support Specialist

STAFF ADDS SKILLS

David Cray, NCCPSS, Peer Support Specialist

Julia Pero, Director of Recovery Initiatives,
has obtained her certification as a NC Certified Peer Support Specialist. This requires completion of 40 hours of training,
as well as the WRAP class (20 hours). Julia
also obtained certification as a QPR Gatekeeper Instructor.

Gaby Boni, NCCPSS, Peer Support Specialist
Janet Cooke, CPA, Accounting
Manager
John Sumner, Director of Program
Development
Julia Pero, NCCPSS, Director of
Recovery Initiatives

Stephanie Rhodes, Director of Peer Support Services, obtained certification as a
QPR Gatekeeper Instructor, and will complete training in December to become a
WRAP trainer.

All staff and several MHAG Board members took the QPR Gatekeeper training
taught by Julia and Stephanie.

Louis Cunningham, NCCPSS,
Peer Support Specialist
Scott Ciallella, NCCPSS, Peer Support Specialist
Stephanie Rhodes, BSN, RN,
NCCPSS, Director of Peer Support
Services
Tammi Taylor, MS, NCCPSS, Peer
Support Specialist
Victoria Lare, MA, Office Manager
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NEXT COURSE START DATES

NEW EVENING CLASS: BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM

Anger Management: January 6th
Concepts:

February 13th

Principles:

April 3rd

Systems:

January 31st

WMR:

January 19th

WRAP:

February 1st

Many assume that we get value from what we do,
from skills, talents, and character traits, or from
acceptance from others. However, self-esteem and
circumstances are only indirectly related. Selfesteem is bound up in the feelings and thoughts that
we have about ourselves, our worth, our abilities,
and our qualities. Self-esteem is highly correlated to
overall life satisfaction. Join this 6 week course to
learn how negative self-esteem may be holding you
back, and techniques for improving your self-image.

Dates:
Time:
Location:

ATTENDANCE POLICY
Classes must begin with sessions
1 or 2 except for WRAP, which
has to begin with Session 1. In
order to begin classes an orientation is required. To schedule an
orientation, please call the office
and ask for our Director of Peer
Support Services.

GRADUATION DATES

Fee:
Register at:






Every Wednesday starting January 11th for 6 weeks
7:00 pm to 8:30 pm
Mental Health Association,
301 E. Washington Street, Suite 111
Greensboro, NC 27401
(entrance is off Hughes Street)
$15
www.mhag.org

Class is limited to 20 participants.
Registration is required, and is closed after the second class.
Participants must begin with the first or second class, and must be 18 or older.
In order to obtain a Certificate of Completion, participants may not miss more
than 1 class and must attend beginning with the first class.

December 15, 2016
March 30, 2017
Graduation will be held quarterly,
at noon, to include graduates of
all classes since the prior graduation ceremony.

CHANGES TO WEDNESDAY PM LINEUP
Starting January 4th, Book Club will begin meeting monthly,
and Bridging the Gap is back!
Wednesdays 1:00-2:30pm:
1st week:

Book Club (visit www.mhag.org for new
format)

PROVIDER ACADEMY
February 14: Abstinence Based Treatment vs. Medicated Assisted Treatment
Training. Charles Lawing, MA, CRC,
LPC, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
March 14: The Exercise/Stress Connection, Julie Luther, Certified Fitness Instructor
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2nd week:

Movie & Popcorn

3rd week:

Hypnotherapy (moved from Tuesday)

4th week:

Puzzles & Games

5th week:

Art

Wednesdays 3:00-4:30pm: Bridging the Gap
If you haven’t completed all of the core classes and you are
waiting for a course to start, join this support group style
discussion group and learn new recovery tools.

STRESS, DEPRESSION AND THE HOLIDAYS
no stress
10%

very stressful
18%

not very
stressful
28%

In a 2015 survey with 2,280 re-

UPCOMING NUTRITION
CLASSES
12-15-16 Resisting temptations

sponses recorded., Healthline

1-5-17

News found that 62% of respond-

1-12-17 Getting your steps in

ents found the holidays to be

1-19-17 Meal planning to stretch
your dollars

somewhat or very stressful.

SMART resolutions

1-26-17 Dried fruits friend or foe
somewhat
stressful
44%

2-2-17 Mood and Food /Winter
Doldrums
2-9-17 Low cost winter meals to
stretch your budget
Sources of stress included financ-

other
10%

es, changes in diet/exercise, and

scheduling
12%

gifting.

2-16-17 Spices to warm you and
lower your sodium
2-23-17 Re think your Drink

finances
47%

picking the
"right" gift
15%

Source: http://www.healthline.com/
health-news/what-stresses-us-most-at

healthy
eating/exercise
16%

Healthy Holiday Cooking
Techniques Class

-the-holidays-113015#3

The Mayo Clinic offers the following tips for coping with two frequent holiday companions—stress and depression.
1.

Acknowledge your feelings.

2.

Reach out

3.

Be realistic.

4.

Set aside differences.

5.

Stick to a budget.

6.

Plan ahead.

7.

Learn to say no.

8.

Don't abandon healthy habits.

9.

Take a breather.

10. Seek professional help if you need it.
Learn more at http://w w w .m ayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/
stress/art-20047544
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SHEA’S CHASE 5K RUN & WALK 2016
The Mental Health Association in
Greensboro provides leadership in
identifying and addressing mental
health needs in Greensboro and
serves as an advocate for the mentally ill. The Association seeks to maximize the mental wellness of individuals, families and communities
through education, services, and collaboration with mental health professionals. The Association serves as a
portal for those seeking mental
health information and services.
301 E. Washington St., Suite 111
Greensboro, NC 27401
Phone: 336-373-1402
www.mhag.org
E-mail: info@mhag.org
www.mhag.org

The results are in! The 2nd annual Shea’s
Chase was a huge success! Over 600 people
walked, ran or volunteered on a glorious
Fall Saturday - a 19% increase over last
year.
The after-party included prizes, food and beverages generously donated by
community supporters, and The Entertainers once again got everyone
dancing. Another 250 individuals made donations to help promote mental
wellness and recovery in Greensboro.
Thanks to the tireless efforts of the Shea’s Chase planning committee, community sponsors, volunteers, racers and donors, a donation of about
$50,000 was made to MHAG. Such generosity enables MHAG to continue
to serve people like Michelle, Andrea, Rosaland and so many more. We
couldn’t do it without you!

2016 SHEA’S CHASE SPONSORS
Host:
Cone Denim
Gold:
VF Jeanswear
Food Express
Deepkick Marketing
Silver:
VF Corporation
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP
Bryn Marr Hospital
Bronze:
Murphy Wainer Orthopedics
Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Svcs.
Brown Investment Properties
Bentsen, Goodrich & Irvin, DDS,
Newbridge Bank
Omega Sports
Realty Consultant Property Mgmt.
Snider Fleet Solutions
Mr. Appliance
In-Kind:
Biscuitville
GSO Running Club
AtoZen Massage
Gibbs Brewery
The Clubs
Dancing Dogs Yoga
Panera Bread
Andy's Frozen Custard
Maxie B's
Fresh Market
Preyer Brewing
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Shea’s Chase Planning Committee

Andrea Beatty
and Michelle
Butler enjoy a
beautiful day
for a walk/run.

